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Dependency and the Liberal Polity: on Martha Fineman’s
The Autonomy Myth

By Maxine Eichner†

In the last few years, a number of authors have published books discussing the heavy burdens that parents, especially mothers, bear in our society as a result of their caretaking obligations.¹ These works are only the most recent additions to the literature on an issue with which feminists and cultural critics have grappled for more than a generation.² Much of this literature engages the profound gender inequality that women experience as a result of rearing children.³ To this array, Martha Fineman adds yet another work.⁴


3. Childrearing impacts women more profoundly than men because women assume the bulk of the caretaking burden in our society. Women without children today earn roughly the same amount as men. See CRITTENDEN, supra note 1, at 87 (calculating that a childless woman earns roughly ninety-eight cents to a man’s dollar). Raising children causes a precipitous drop in mothers’ income, however.
It is a work, however, that turns the previous conversation on its head. In The Autonomy Myth, Fineman upends many of the assumptions in the existing debate over what to do about work-family issues and the sex inequality that attends them. Indeed, it is somewhat misleading to include this book in the work-and-family genre, given that its grand scope sweeps across a far broader terrain. In it, Fineman argues that political rhetoric and popular ideology in the United States have become so fixated on the myth that citizens should be autonomous that they fail to recognize the inevitability and normality of dependency. In contrast to the prevailing autonomy myth, Fineman contends that because dependency is an unavoidable feature of any society, the state has a responsibility to meet dependency needs and to support caretaking.

Fineman argues that the United States has failed woefully in this task. She points out the ways in which means-tested welfare programs, tax policy, labor market policy, and a range of other government programs either ignore dependency or stigmatize it when it appears outside of the domestic realm. She also criticizes recent proposals to shore up and subsidize the marital family as against other family forms, contending that such proposals misguidedly attempt to cabin dependency issues within families. In doing so, Fineman charges that such proposals merely repeat the autonomy myth at the level of the family, awarding state preferences to the marital family based on the mistaken notion that it is and should be self-supporting. Along the way, Fineman develops powerful arguments concerning the role of the state that have implications for legal and public policy discussions well beyond the work-and-family arena.

In this essay, I discuss the contributions that The Autonomy Myth makes to literature on work-and-family issues and assess Fineman's normative proposals. I argue that Fineman convincingly makes the case that When working mothers are factored into the equation, the average earnings of all women workers, including those who work part-time, is only 59% of men's earnings. Id. at 93. Taking into account only women who work full-time, whether childless or with children, women earn an average of seventy-seven cents for every dollar men earn. Id.


U.S. public philosophy obsessively focuses on autonomy as a public ideal. Furthermore, she proves her point that dependency is an inevitable human condition for which a good and just polity must assume responsibility. However, there are multiple ways in which the state's responsibility for dependency in a liberal polity can be conceptualized and fulfilled. In my view, while Fineman persuasively identifies the problem of the autonomy myth, her reconceptualization of the state's responsibility for dependency and her policy proposals concerning how the state should deal with this dependency require both refinement and revision. Ultimately, I assert that the state should support carework in a manner that would allow citizens to combine caretaking responsibilities with work in the labor market, rather than directly subsidize such carework in private homes. I also contend that the state's responsibility to support caretaking, which Fineman frames in terms of a debt that society owes to caregivers, is better conceptualized as a societal obligation to protect its most vulnerable citizens, as well as to develop their capabilities.

My discussion of The Autonomy Myth is organized in three parts. In Part I, I review Fineman's book and its contribution to the work-and-family discussion and related debates. In Part II, I evaluate how Fineman's proposal to shift responsibility for carework among societal institutions compares to other feminist proposals for dealing with the carework issue. In doing so, I seek to reconcile Fineman's position with that of feminists who argue for redistributing carework between the sexes, as well as feminists who caution that state support for carework may solidify the habitual association of woman with motherhood to the detriment of gender equality. In Part III, I consider how a liberal democratic polity should

---

6. I use the term "liberal" throughout this article to refer to the Anglo-American line of political thought that premises the legitimacy of government on the fundamental equality of all citizens, the importance of limits on government, and the significant emphasis on respect for individual rights. While the version of liberal theory that dominated at the end of the twentieth century presented liberalism as a philosophy that embodied no particular theory of the good life, mandated the state's neutrality, and limited the state's role to the protection of individual rights, liberty, and justice, see John Rawls, A Theory Of Justice (1971), recent scholars argue that the liberal polity should be conceived, in Stephen Macedo's words, "as a construction for discernible collective ends and purposes, including [but not limited to] the preservation of a broad swath of liberty." Stephen Macedo, Diversity and Distrust 5 (2000); see also William Galston, Liberal Purposes: Goods, Virtues, and Diversity in the Liberal State (1991); Thomas A. Spragens, Jr., Civic Liberalism: Reflections on our Democratic Ideals (1999). This essay is premised on this revisionist view. Specifically, it is grounded on the belief that a vigorous liberal polity must fulfill a number of responsibilities and pursue a number of social goods—including human dignity, substantive equality, civic harmony, and human development—that have too often been read out of standard liberal accounts. In my view, it is only by considering this broader range of goods and principles that the appropriate relationship between families and the state is brought into focus.

conceptualize the state’s responsibility regarding dependency, taking into account the complex range of goods that this form of polity should seek to pursue.

I

THE AUTONOMY MYTH

In The Autonomy Myth, Fineman takes on what she calls “core myths” of American society, which center on “the desirability and attainability of autonomy for individuals and families.” In Fineman’s view, the autonomy myth has produced institutional arrangements that fail to take account of the dependency inherent in the human condition. As a biological matter, Fineman points out, all humans are dependent at some points in their lives. This “inevitable dependency,” in Fineman’s terms, occurs in children, often in old age, and at other points in most people’s lives as a result of physical or mental illness. The needed care that this inevitable dependency creates, Fineman counsels, gives rise to a secondary form of dependency experienced by caretakers. To the extent that these caretakers are precluded from engaging in wage labor, they develop a “derivative dependency” caused by their own need for goods and resources. The dominant ideology of autonomy treats both types of dependency as private matters with which the state has no legitimate concern. As a result, those who bear the caretaking burden for dependents—primarily women in our society—assume the costs of carework without compensation for their work or accommodation through access to societal goods. The result is a nation rife with economic and sex inequality, which has no public philosophy that can redress these issues.

So, what is new about Fineman’s book? Feminist theorists have long pointed out the problems with the liberal theory that dominates contemporary American political thought. They have demonstrated that liberal

8. Fineman, supra note 5, at xiii.
9. Id. at 36.
10. Id. at 36-37.
11. Fineman wryly observes that the state selectively applies its ideology of autonomy:

[A] society that imposed the ideals of self-sufficiency and independence on all its citizens would certainly institute close to a 100 percent inheritance tax on all large estates. . . . People should not be deprived of the opportunity to rise above the mediocre masses, demonstrating their own inherent merit and worth, simply because they are burdened by the wealth of their fathers.

Id. at 3-4. By the same token, Fineman points out that those whom the state dubs “autonomous” ironically receive considerable government largesse (for example, the tax benefits awarded to married couples), whereas those dubbed “dependent,” such as welfare mothers, are sometimes denied state aid so as not to promote dysfunctional dependency. Id. at 22, 31-33.
12. See, e.g., Catharine A. MacKinnon, Toward A Feminist Theory of the State (1989); Tronto, supra note 2; Virginia Held, Mothering Versus Contract, in Beyond Self-Interest 287 (Jane J. Mansbridge ed., 1990); Nancy J. Hirschmann, Rethinking Obligation For Feminism, in Revisioning the Political: Feminist Reconstructions of Traditional Concepts in Western
theory's heavy reliance on the image of the autonomous individual and the societal structures built on this image far better reflect the social role historically assigned to men rather than women, and that it ignores dependents' need for care.\textsuperscript{13} In place of this image, these theorists have sought to assert the inevitability and normality of dependency.\textsuperscript{14} They have also argued that societal structures, including the workplace, must be adapted to accommodate carework.\textsuperscript{15} The typical arguments in this vein run roughly as follows: at various points in their lives, humans require significant amounts of caretaking. Society overwhelmingly assigns women this caretaking responsibility, which limits their ability to participate in the labor market and the public realm. Thus, for women to achieve equality, either men must assume an equal share of the caretaking, or important institutions that provide access to societal privileges such as the labor market must be adjusted to accommodate caretaking.

Fineman, in the way of great theorists, takes the different pieces of this argument, reshuffles them, and arrives at a very different picture. For Fineman, the main issue of justice is no longer that society assigns the caretaking responsibilities to women as against men. Instead, it is that society assigns the burdens of caretaking to families as against other societal institutions. These other institutions then reap the benefits of families' labor. Fineman argues against a conception of the family as a private institution intrinsically responsible for caretaking; rather, she asserts that it should be conceived of as a dynamic public institution that has been assigned a specific role for the benefit of society.\textsuperscript{16} Although families assume
the vast bulk of the caretaking burden without compensation, their care-
work is necessary to produce "the citizens, the workers, the voters, the
consumers, the students, and others who populate society and its
institutions." Thus, the state and the market currently "free ride" on fami-
lies' labor by delegating the work of rearing future citizens and workers to
families without compensating them for their efforts. This creates a collect-
ive debt on the part of society which, in Fineman's words, "must be
recognized, and payment accomplished, through policies and laws that
provide both some economic compensation and structural accommodation
to caretakers." Fineman's treatment of the family as a public institution that has been
assigned the role of caretaking by society, rather than the "natural" place
to deal with dependency, represents the logical development of feminist
arguments contending that the ideological demarcation between the public
and private realms unjustly shields the family from scrutiny. In the pic-
ture previously painted by feminist theorists, the focus on gender inequality
in caretaking logically led to two remedial strategies that feminists advo-
cated with roughly equal emphasis: first, persuading men to share the bur-
dens within the family; and second, requiring employers and the state to
subsidize and accommodate women's caretaking. The picture Fineman
paints of the assignment of caretaking to the family for the benefit of soci-
ety highlights the latter of these two strategies.

In contrast to earlier accounts, however, as Fineman describes them,
state and market subsidization of caretaking become payment of a debt
owed—a matter of justice rather than of social engineering, charity, or af-
firmative action to achieve women's equality. By the same token, in
Fineman's account, caretaking should be supported by society not simply
to ensure women's equality, but because it is a "positive social and
individual good, deserving of societal subsidy and support." Fineman's

FINEMAN, supra note 5, at xviii.

17. Id. at xvii ("While the state provides what we think of as subsidies, such as those supplied
by the tax code, caretakers provide a subsidy to the larger society and its institutions. Far from being
independent, the state and the market institutions that it protects and fosters are dependent on the
caretaking labor that reproduces society and populates its institutions.").

18. Id. at 263; see also id. at xvii ("Caretaking... creates a 'social debt' that must be paid
according to principles of equality that demand that those receiving social benefits also share the costs
when they are able.").

19. Id. at 208.

20. See, e.g., Anita Allen, Privacy at Home: The Twofold Problem, in REVISIONING THE
POLITICAL: FEMINIST RECONSTRUCTIONS OF TRADITIONAL CONCEPTS IN WESTERN POLITICAL THEORY
(Nancy J. Hirschmann & Christine Di Stefano eds., 1996); Joan B. Landes, The Public and the Private
Sphere: A Feminist Reconsideration, in FEMINISM, THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE 135 (Joan B. Landes
ed., 1998); Olsen, supra note 2; Elizabeth Schneider, The Violence of Privacy, 23 CONN. L. REV. 973
(1991); Reva B. Siegel, 'The Rule of Love': Wife Beating as Prerogative and Privacy, 105 YALE L.J.
2117 (1996).

21. FINEMAN, supra note 5, at 154.
DEPENDENCY AND THE LIBERAL POLITY

approach therefore changes the basis of entitlement from need to desert, a far more honorable—and politically palatable—form of entitlement in our society. In this light, families are compensated for producing children to become future citizens just as government employees are compensated for performing their government jobs.

What is more, Fineman again takes feminist insights regarding the inevitability of dependency to new and original places when she applies them to the subject of family form. The state privileges and subsidizes the marital family, she argues, based on the autonomy myth—this time applied to how families, rather than individuals, should function. According to this myth, married couples are seen as superior to other family forms because they are conceived of as strong and independent. Because of this, those who are married receive hundreds, if not thousands, of subsidies and privileges that are unavailable to others. These include the right to a spouse’s health insurance and pension, the right to file a joint income tax return, the right to own property as a tenancy by the entirety, automatic inheritance rights, and immigration privileges, among many others.

The state’s subsidization of marriage is ironic, Fineman points out, since it is precisely the view of the marital family as autonomous that prompts the state to award this largesse. Further, insofar as the state seeks to subsidize marriage to improve the welfare of children, Fineman contends that this subsidization policy is misguided: the state should support childrearing in all families, not just those families in which the parents are married. In addition, the state’s willingness to subsidize the marital family simply because it better conforms to some citizens’ notions of morality, she asserts, is unjust: the liberal state has no business furthering some family forms over others.

Equally as important, Fineman develops a rich vision of the state playing an active role in fostering a just and humane society. She demonstrates the weakness of current visions that limit state action to guarding against infringement of individual rights in the normal course of events, and permitting more positive action only in the unusual situations in which individual autonomy breaks down. Once we recognize the ways that individuals are not autonomous, she argues, it becomes difficult to sustain this

22. See NANCY FRASER, JUSTICE INTERRUPTUS: CRITICAL REFLECTIONS ON THE “POSTSOCIALIST” CONDITION 50 (1997) (“Desert has usually been seen as the primary basis of earnings-linked social insurance in the industrial welfare state.”).
23. FINEMAN, supra note 5, at 57.
25. See FINEMAN, supra note 5, at 103-04; see also Goodridge v. Dep’t of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941, 954-56 (Mass. 2003) (listing the extensive benefits that accompany marriage).
26. FINEMAN, supra note 5, at xvii.
27. Id.
minimalist role for the state. Instead, all individuals require aid, and therefore all individuals must be subsidized in some manner during the course of their lives.\footnote{Id. at xvii, 49-50.} This insight points to the need for a state that is supportive of its citizens’ needs, rather than one that acts simply as a neutral arbiter of rights. The state should not assume its citizens are autonomous, or seek to make them this way—in Fineman’s view this goal is not only unrealistic, but unpalatable. Instead, she argues for a “responsive state,”\footnote{Id. at xxii.} which ensures that citizens’ dependency needs are justly and humanely met, both directly through provisions of basic social goods,\footnote{Fineman includes among these “essentials such as housing, healthcare, a minimum income guarantee, and other necessities that complement and facilitate the expression of an individual’s civil and political rights in a democracy.” Id. at 285.} and indirectly through ensuring that “derivatively dependent” caretakers are compensated for their work. Such a state, she contends, would regulate and ameliorate the excesses of the market and its institutions, rather than stand idly by on the grounds that the market is “working.”\footnote{Id.} Her views in this regard are a welcome addition to the debate, or rather, lack of debate in the United States regarding the state’s role, where a vigorous defense of an active state has too long been absent.\footnote{Id.}

For Fineman, state support of dependency requires not only direct subsidies for caretakers, but also job requirements that accommodate caretaking. In her words, we must “transform the workplace . . . so as to ensure family-friendly public institutions that do not require compromise between the demands of the workplace and the demands of dependents.”\footnote{Id. at 200.} The list of requirements needed to transform job structures to the norm of the “dually responsible worker” is long, and the steps necessary to bring about this change are admittedly vexing.\footnote{Id. at 201 (requiring “at a minimum, paid family leave for all workers, flexible workweeks, and subsidized child-care facilities in which the workers are decently paid . . .”).} Yet Fineman argues that this transformation should take place whether or not it imposes costs on employers or the state.\footnote{Id. at 260.} Caretaking, she argues, is too important to sacrifice for profit. In making this claim, Fineman makes a frontal assault on arguments that

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{Id. at xvii, 49-50.}
\item \footnote{Id. at xxii.}
\item \footnote{Fineman includes among these “essentials such as housing, healthcare, a minimum income guarantee, and other necessities that complement and facilitate the expression of an individual’s civil and political rights in a democracy.” Id. at 285.}
\item \footnote{Id.}
\item \footnote{Id. at 200.}
\item \footnote{Id. at 201 (requiring “at a minimum, paid family leave for all workers, flexible workweeks, and subsidized child-care facilities in which the workers are decently paid . . . ”).}
\item \footnote{Id. at 260.}
\end{itemize}
allow efficiency to trump proposals for workplace change. In doing so, she takes a much-needed position in the work-family conversation, which until now has largely limited calls for workplace change to those that could, at least arguably, be deemed “efficient.”

Fineman not only challenges the use of economic principles to trump caretaker-friendly policies in the workplace, she more generally challenges the use of these principles as the preferred method of assessing public policy. In doing so, she criticizes the view that privatization and the unregulated market are presumptively good, and government regulation presumptively bad. Fineman contends that the current focus on market well-being, marked by taking the Dow Jones average as the arbiter of the nation’s overall health, has supplanted a more nuanced evaluation of national standing that considers the distribution of wealth and the well-being of the state’s most vulnerable citizens. She argues vehemently that the state’s proper role is to ensure that conditions in the workplace and in other societal institutions provide for basic social needs, and to enforce norms of distributive justice and worker security. Further, she urges, the state has an obligation to ensure that individuals have some basic equality of opportunity by redressing gross disparities that result from the free-market system. For all of these reasons, Fineman rails against the view that the state should allow efficiency concerns to determine public policy. Fineman’s views are thus a helpful corrective to current legal theory and public policy conversations that treat efficiency as the answer to public policy questions, rather than as one factor among many that ought to be considered.

II

LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC GOODS AND THE CAREWORK DEBATE

Fineman argues that since dependency is a normal part of life, the state should deal with this inevitable fact by arranging public institutions in a manner that supports and accommodates carework. This means reordering the welfare state and the labor market so that access to societal goods

36. See, e.g., WILLIAMS, supra note 1, at 107 (“If plaintiffs follow the proposal presented here, the fact that they request only proportionate pay, benefits, and advancement for part-time work will mean that the per hour costs of full- and part-time employees should be similar.”). Cf Kathryn Abrams, Cross-Dressing in the Master’s Clothes, 109 YALE L.J. 745, 759 (2000) (book review) (arguing that Joan Williams’s UNBENDING GENDER “provides the internal critique that privileging this kind of worker does not always conduce to efficiency or productivity within the firm. However, Williams declines to take the next step: to challenge the notion that norms of efficiency and productivity should figure centrally in assigning privilege to work patterns.”).

37. FINEMAN, supra note 5, at xii, 268.

38. Id. at 268 (“How would we assess our nation’s well-being if what was reported on a daily basis instead were the increases or declines in the number of children or elderly having health insurance coverage, or the fluctuations in the number of Americans living in poverty, perhaps going to bed hungry at night?”).

39. Id. at 261-62.

40. Id. at 264.
and privileges are not precluded for those citizens with carework responsibilities. Moreover, it means accommodating and subsidizing these responsibilities. Because The Autonomy Myth focuses on developing Fineman's position, it does not present a sustained analysis of how her approach compares to other feminist proposals. Her public support model, however, can be contrasted with two other models proposed by feminists for dealing with the issue of carework. The first of these other models, which I call the "parental parity" model, advocates policies that shift carework within families so that women no longer assume a disproportionate share relative to men's share. The second, the "anti-repronormativity" model, calls for policies that encourage women to consider other life options beside bearing and rearing children, since these tasks are so closely linked with sex inequality. Along with Fineman's public support model, these positions suggest very different routes for dealing with the inequality caused by women's disproportionate share of carework.

In this Part, I consider these three models. I first assess the promise inherent in each of these approaches to achieve sex equality and other societal goods that should matter to a liberal democratic polity. In doing so, I conclude that Fineman is correct: public support must be an essential component of any feminist solution to the carework issue. However, it cannot, I argue, be the sole component. I then consider the elements of other feminist models that should be included. Finally, I return to the public support model to consider what specific forms of support would best conform with liberal-democratic goals.

41. The schema that I set out here is composed of ideal-types for the purpose of conceptual clarification. It is not meant to, and does not, capture the complexity and depth of thought in individual feminists' proposals on this issue.

42. Fineman criticizes parental parity proposals as fundamentally misguided. Id. at 171. In her words:

[W]e must reject the notion that the problem of work/family conflict should be cast as the problem of a lack of equal sharing between women and men of domestic burdens within the family. We have gone down that road and it is a dead end. Our arguments for reform must now acknowledge that the societally constructed role of mother continues to exact unique costs for women.

Id. Because of this, she contends, "[u]ntil the structures that make it so difficult and costly to combine caretaking responsibilities with paid work are changed, the status quo of family dynamics and workplace demands will continue to place women in a relatively disadvantaged position." Id. at 165.

43. The term "repronormativity," coined by Katherine Franke, refers to the system of social incentives and pressures (both acknowledged and unacknowledged) that lead women to bear and raise children, and the treatment of these activities as natural and inevitable for women. See Franke, supra note 4, at 183.

44. See id.; Case, supra note 7.
A. Feminist Approaches to the Problem of Carework

1. Parental Parity Model

The parental parity model seeks to solve the carework issue by adopting policies that would equalize the caretaking performed by men and women within families. Susan Okin espoused this approach in *Justice, Gender and The Family*, when she argued that "any just and fair solution to the urgent problem of women’s and children’s vulnerability must encourage and facilitate the equal sharing by men and women of paid and unpaid work, of productive and reproductive labor." Okin’s work seeks a world in which “it would be a cause for surprise, and no little concern, if men and women were not equally responsible for domestic life or if children were to spend much more time with one parent than the other.”

The parental parity position has a number of advantages. Achieving true equal distribution of carework between men and women would, of course, go a long way toward achieving sex equality. It would eliminate a large portion of the wage gap between the sexes, since the overwhelming portion of that gap comes from women’s disproportionate performance of caretaking responsibilities. In addition, it would largely eliminate the existing leisure gap between women and men. Further, because this approach seeks to shift responsibilities within the family, it, at least

---

45. Joan Williams is perhaps the most well-known feminist legal theorist to recently advocate a model of parental parity. In *Unbending Gender*, supra note 1, she argues for “chang[ing] the allocation of family work within the household.” *Id.* at 232. Because she combines this focus on parental parity with a focus on restructuring the workplace, she does not fit clearly into the typology I describe in the text. *See supra* note 41.

46. *Okin*, supra note 2.

47. *Id.* at 171.

48. *Id.* As mentioned in note 41, my typology consists of ideal-types for analytical purposes. An individual theorist’s work may therefore fit into more than one of these categories. For example, I am excerpting here the portion of Okin’s proposal that fits the parental parity model. However, other parts of her proposal comport with the public support model. *See id.* at 176 (“The facilitation and encouragement of equally shared parenting would require substantial changes. It would mean major changes in the workplace, all of which could be provided on an entirely (and not falsely) gender neutral basis.”).

49. *See generally supra* note 3.

50. *See generally Hochschild*, supra note 2, at 4, 37, 48 (discussing the “leisure gap”—that is, the unequal distribution of leisure time, between men and women in the United States); *see also* Fraser, supra note 22, at 47-48 (same).
theoretically, would not require changes to institutions outside of the family. To some who advocate parental parity, including Mary Anne Case, this is a primary virtue of the position.\textsuperscript{51} To Case, shifting the burdens of childcare to the state or the labor market unfairly relieves fathers from the responsibilities they should have assumed at the birth of their child. In her words, "[p]recisely because I do not think that children should be simply women’s responsibility, I worry about localizing more of the responsibility for children, at least as a matter of law, at the level of the individual employer."\textsuperscript{52}

Yet while such a limited version of parental parity, which demands no accommodation of institutions other than the family, is possible on a theoretical level, it fails on a practical level. Measures to persuade men to take on more caretaking will have little success without removing existing disincentives for men to perform this activity.\textsuperscript{53} Among the most potent of these is the substantial financial penalty that caregivers currently suffer in the labor market. Put another way, any approach that seeks to persuade men to assume more carework within families will ultimately founder if performing carework continues to result in significant penalties being imposed from outside the family. Thus, the success of the parental parity model, in practice, requires adopting some measures of Fineman’s public support model.\textsuperscript{54}

Leaving aside the practical need to adjust other institutions in order to implement the parental parity model, how does the limited goal of parental parity fare in terms of achieving goods besides sex equality? Measured in terms of the welfare of children and others with significant dependency needs, the success of the parental parity model is questionable. Even if men were persuaded to assume half of the caretaking burden, they (along with their female counterparts) would still work in a labor market whose standards are constructed without reference to the needs of dependents. As a result, the value and prestige of caregiving, and the extent to which it is pursued in society, would continue to suffer. In addition, this model also leaves workers with significant caregiving responsibilities to rely on their own resources to locate and pay for substitute caregiving; the quality of

\textsuperscript{51} As discussed \textit{infra} at Part II.A.2, Case is probably better viewed as an anti-repronormativity theorist, even though she also espouses some parental parity views.

\textsuperscript{52} Case, \textit{supra} note 7, at 1756.

\textsuperscript{53} See Williams, \textit{supra} note 1, at 235. As Ann Crittenden shows, even if the state were able to get men to perform considerably more carework than they now perform, but still less than women, women would likely still be penalized significantly. See \textit{Crittenden}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 94-103 (citing studies showing that women who left the workplace only briefly for maternity leave and who worked only slightly fewer hours than men working full-time still had significantly lower salaries than men).

\textsuperscript{54} Fineman herself recognizes this point. See \textit{Fineman}, \textit{supra} note 5, at 201-02 ("By making nurturing and caretaking a central responsibility of the nonfamily arenas of life, we structure an equal opportunity to engage in nurturing and caretaking. Under these circumstances, men may actually be more likely to take time and energy from their market careers to invest in nurturing their families.").
substitute care that they can find and afford will, in many cases, not be ade-
quate to meet their dependents' needs.\textsuperscript{55} Parental parity, moreover, would
not lighten the heavy burden on the considerable numbers of single-mother
families in which there is no man to share the workload.

Further, this system would continue to penalize workers with caregiv-
ing responsibilities to the extent that they cannot conform their caregiving
to existing job structures. Those who have significant caretaking responsi-
bilities will continue to be assigned to marginal positions in the workplace.
For many, this will put them and their dependents in economic peril; some
will be consigned to receiving means-tested welfare benefits which, in our
work-oriented society, subjects them to stigmatization and exclusion.
Given the inevitability and, often, the unpredictability of dependency, the
failure to adapt the labor market to accommodate caretaking means that all
workers are subjected to a system in which having a close family member
become dependent can mean the sudden loss of many rights and privileges.

Supplementing the parental parity approach with the public support
model, however, ameliorates these stark disadvantages. Adding the public
support model to the mix would restructure institutions like the workplace
to ensure that dependents get the care they need. It would also reduce dis-
incentives for men to perform carework since it would eliminate the penal-
ties parents currently suffer in the labor market. Finally, it would also
ensure that workers with caregiving responsibilities would no longer be
marginalized in that market.

2. Anti-Repronormativity Model

In the last few years, a new position has been sounded in the carework
debates, most prominently by Mary Anne Case, at the University of
Chicago, and Katherine Franke, at Columbia Law School.\textsuperscript{56} Both argue that
past discussions on this issue have simply assumed the relationship be-
tween women, caretaking, and motherhood without questioning the inevi-
tability of this relationship. Instead of ensuring that women are not
penalized for their carework, Case and Franke argue that feminists should
seek to disrupt the perceived naturalness of the links between women, care-
taking, and motherhood, and to promote alternate life paths for women.

As Katherine Franke explicates this view, recent feminist calls for
public support of carework have collapsed women's identity into their roles

\textsuperscript{55} In a discussion of paid daycare for children, Clare Huntington reports, "Only one in seven
centers provides care that promotes child development, while seven in ten provide care that could
compromise a child's future learning abilities, and one in eight provides care that threatens a child's
health and safety." Clare Huntington, \textit{Welfare Reform & Child Care: A Proposal for State Legislation}, \textit{6 Cornell J.L. \\& Pub. Pol'y} 95, 102 (1996). She notes that this ratio is even worse for care provided to
infants and toddlers. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{56} Case, supra note 7; Franke, supra note 7.
as mothers, thereby reinforcing the “repronormativity” of motherhood.\textsuperscript{57} Rather than “incentivizing,” in Franke’s words, women’s relationships with children by rewarding them for having and caring for children, she argues that feminists should challenge the idea that these activities are women’s necessary calling.\textsuperscript{58} Until now, she contends, feminists have been unwilling to take on this project:

To suggest that we reconceptualize procreation as a cultural preference rather than a biological imperative, and then explore ways in which to lessen or at least modify the demand to conform to that preference, is to initiate a conversation within feminism that has been explicitly and curtly rejected by some legal feminists.\textsuperscript{59}

In a similar vein, Mary Anne Case argues that women must be given “a wider range of options for productive work,”\textsuperscript{60} so that they will have alternative, fulfilling life paths aside from raising children.

These theorists’ call to disrupt the persistent association of women with mothering adds an important, previously missing piece to the carework conversation. Their concern with challenging the vast array of cultural messages to women that suggest the only way to live a satisfying and productive life is through motherhood is vital to women’s struggle for freedom and equality. As Franke and Case both recognize, significant cultural forces in women’s lives normalize the prospect of children and suggest that women’s lives are incomplete without them. Given the strong relationship between rearing children and women’s inequality, questioning the necessity of the link between women and motherhood is an important feminist project. Case and Franke are particularly on-target when they challenge the claim made by some carework advocates that public support is owed because the decision to bear children is a virtuous, community-enhancing choice. Both authors point out that this decision often has little to do with altruistic impulses.\textsuperscript{61} They also persuasively argue that many other activities contribute at least as much to the public good as the decision to bear children.

However, insofar as the two authors argue against state subsidization of childcare on these grounds, they translate valuable insights into flawed public policy. Both Franke and Case raise concerns about subsidizing and accommodating carework on the ground that doing so might encourage

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{57} Franke, \emph{supra} note 7, at 183.  
\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Id.} at 184 (“Is there any principled reason why legal feminists might not want to devote some attention to exposing the complex ways in which reproduction is incentivized and subsidized in ways that may bear upon the life choices women face? To ask such a question is to risk being labeled unfeminist.”).  
\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} at 184-85.  
\textsuperscript{60} Case, \emph{supra} note 7, at 1781.  
\textsuperscript{61} See, \textit{e.g.}, Franke, \emph{supra} note 7, at 190 (“I suspect that if polled, mothers would rank a species-regarding reason well behind more private and personal motivations for their decisions to reproduce.”).}
women to have children. From the perspective of furthering women's equality, adopting a policy against subsidization would be deeply troubling. Roughly 80% of women become mothers at some time during their lives. At that time, they confront the profound economic and social disadvantages that attend caretaking. Insofar as the anti-repronormativity position seeks to dissuade women from having children by decreasing assistance for caretaking, the likely result is dismal failure: if having women bear large costs in terms of economic and social inequality would deter them from having children, humanity would already be threatened with extinction. Women's desires to have children—whether caused by social factors alone or by some mix of social and biological factors—have proved incredibly tenacious. Given that, while it makes sense to adopt measures to increase women's understanding of and ability to withstand cultural pressures, the failure to adopt public policy measures that accommodate women's childrearing responsibilities will far more likely hurt than help women's equality.

Moreover, the anti-repronormativity position that both the state and private employers should not support caregiving ignores a central reality that Fineman and other feminists have long recognized: dependency is an unavoidable condition in human lives, rather than simply a product of women's choices. Even if women could be convinced that they do not want to become pregnant, sometimes dependency just happens. Parents or partners fall ill. Unplanned pregnancies occur. Public policy and the labor market could ignore the inevitability of dependency only because they were developed on the assumption that men had wives at home to deal with caretaking. While that model is now described in gender-neutral terms,

---

62. See id. at 184; Case, supra note 7, at 1781 (warning that family-friendly workplace initiatives and government support for parents may “inflate the demand for reproduction relative to other activities,” and could therefore distort the choices of women who might prefer “to write a book or start a business or get an advanced degree instead of raising a(nother) child”).
63. Franke, supra note 7, at 196.
64. See Crittenden, supra note 1, at 93.
65. These claims bear a strong similarity to arguments made by opponents of welfare who contend that increasing subsidies for children will encourage welfare mothers to bear more children. As an empirical matter, there is little support for this proposition. Researchers have found, at most, only a small positive correlation between welfare and childbearing, and only for particular groups of women without high-school degrees. See, e.g., Philip R. and Paul Fronstin, Welfare Benefits and Birth Decisions of Never-Married Women, 15 POPULATION RES. & POL’Y REV. 21, 37 (1996). The existence of even this correlation, however, is hotly contested because of the difficulty in separating out conflating factors. See, e.g., Robert W. Fairlie & Rebecca A. London, The Effect of Incremental Benefit Levels on Births to AFDC Recipients, 16 J. POL’Y ANALYSIS & MGMT. 575, 578 (1997).
66. See Mary Becker, Care and Feminists, 17 WIS. WOMEN’S L.J. 57, 70 n.65 (2002).
67. In addition to Fineman, see, e.g., Tronto, supra note 2; Virginia Held, Mothering versus Contract, in BEYOND SELF INTEREST (Jane Mansbridge ed., 1990); Eva Feder Kittay, LOVE’S LABOR: ESSAYS ON WOMEN, EQUALITY, AND DEPENDENCY 29 (1999).
68. See, e.g., Frug, supra note 2; Fraser, supra note 22; Williams, supra note 1; Eichner, supra note 15.
the structures premised on these assumptions remain unchanged. And, it is these structures that anti-repronormativity advocates would allow to remain intact.

In addition to its problematic implications for sex equality, the anti-repronormativity argument against accommodating childrearing would also hurt dependents. Although Mary Anne Case distinguishes between the state's providing benefits directly to children (which she would support to further children's welfare) and the state's providing benefits to the parents of children (which she would oppose on the ground that it sets up incentives for women to have children), the effect of these two policies on children's welfare cannot be so neatly delineated. Children and other dependents need far more than direct subsidies: they need care. Care theorists have amply demonstrated the importance of caretaking to the well-being of the dependent. The labor-market accommodation opposed by Case, to the extent that it deprives children and other dependents of care, would redound to their detriment.

Indeed, Case, in particular, presents a straitened view of the principles that should guide a liberal polity when she argues against accommodation for caretaking. While she pays lip service to the notion that care could serve as a legitimate public value, her essay repeatedly presumes that the state should apply a narrow version of equal treatment—in which the state treats all persons and all activities the same—as against other decision-making principles. She therefore rejects the notion that a good state might accommodate citizens' responsibilities to one another, including

69. See Case, supra note 7, at 1783-84 ("I have already expressed my own view that neither employers nor the state should be giving parents anything—from money to tax breaks to time off to parking spaces... to housing to flexible schedules—merely because of the fact that they are parents.... On the other hand, I would be inclined to look more favorably on the state spending money in monitorable and controlled ways on the child and socially useful things for the child. This spending would not be formulated as payback to the parents but as direct benefit to the children.").

70. See, e.g., Eva Feder Kittay, A Feminist Public Ethic of Care Meets the New Communitarian Family Policy, 111 ETHICS 523, 542 (2001).

71. Case, supra note 7, at 1786.

72. See id. at 1767. "The difficulty I have experienced goes beyond privileging certain kinds of family over others, and more broadly extends to a privileging of family matters over an employee's other life concerns." Id. at 1768-69. "If there must be legislation on parental status discrimination, I agree with Elinor Burkett about its scope. [According to] Burkett .... 'Last time I checked, discrimination law generally cut both ways. We don't bar discrimination against women; we bar discrimination on the basis of gender, and so on. So why single out parents? Why not bar discrimination on the basis of family status? Why not make it illegal to presuppose that a nonparent is free to work the night shift or presuppose that nonparents are more able to work on Christmas than parents?'" Id. at 1769. "I note that much that is complained of is not as a technical matter discrimination against parents, but rather a failure to discriminate in their favor. Consider the oft-cited case of the mother fired for her inability to do required overtime because of childcare responsibilities. There is no evidence that a worker with a different reason for being unavailable would have kept her job. What is being sought on behalf of such parents really is something more like 'special rights'...." Id. Cf. Mary Becker, Care and Feminists, 17 Wis. WOMEN'S L.J. 57, 96 (2002) (noting that Case "seem[s] uncomfortable with values" and wants the state "to act in a value-neutral manner").
caregiving, without equally accommodating other activities in which citizens choose to engage. Case’s rationale for extending (limited) public subsidies to children exemplifies the paucity of her view: she frames the reasons that the polity should support children in terms of “a stop-loss possibility, as a need to reduce negative externalities from (some) reproductive activities . . . . . Particularly convincing are, for example, statistics on the comparative costs of maintaining young people in school or in prison, and of good pre-natal care versus medical intervention to fix damage to children after birth.” Notably absent from her account is any description of the positive reasons for extending such subsidies or any thicker sense of collective purpose that would justify state support.

3. Public Support Model

And what about a public support model, such as Fineman suggests? This model is premised on the view that society has a responsibility to address dependency, and should therefore structure its institutions in ways that make caretaking possible. As Fineman argues, there is little hope for achieving sex equality without public support for carework. So long as women bear an unequal share of caretaking responsibilities, they cannot attain equal status with men if societal prerogatives are denied based on these responsibilities. Moreover, as previously discussed with respect to the parental parity model, getting men to assume more responsibility for caretaking is unlikely in the absence of public support to eliminate the significant penalties incurred by caregivers.

Further, insofar as feminism seeks to transform society to truly accommodate both men and women, Fineman is right that it must transform public institutions that remain premised on traditionally male life patterns. The current system, in Nancy Fraser’s words, “delivers the best outcomes to women whose lives most closely resemble the male half of the old family wage ideal couple. It is especially good to childless women and to women without other major domestic responsibilities.” Because most

73. See id. A sizeable contingent of political theorists recently highlighted the importance of fulfilling such responsibilities to a well-functioning democracy. See, e.g., GALSTON, supra note 6; SPRAGENS, supra note 6; CHARLES TAYLOR, PHILOSOPHY AND THE HUMAN SCIENCES: PHILOSOPHICAL PAPERS II (1985); see also Isaiah Berlin, Two Concepts of Liberty, in LIBERTY 166 (Henry Hardy ed., 1969).

74. Case, supra note 7, at 1785.

75. In this regard, Case’s rationale for collective responsibility sounds much like Hobbes’s description of the reasons that men should join together in a commonwealth, “[for] their own preservation, and [for] a more contented life thereby; that is to say, [for] getting themselves out from that miserable condition of war, which is necessarily consequent . . . to the natural passions of men, when there is no visible power to keep them in awe.” THOMAS HOBBES, LEVIATHAN 106 (Edwin Curley ed., Hackett Publ’g 1994).

76. See supra notes 53-54 and accompanying text.

77. FRASER, supra note 22, at 53.
women do not fall in this group, as a class they fare poorly. This standard, moreover, subjects people to a "dependency lottery" in which those who manage to go through life without having to take on caretaking responsibilities are awarded social prerogatives. Correspondingly, women who find themselves in caretaking roles are deprived not only of the salary and accompanying benefits of a job, they are also marginalized in a system that esteems the breadwinner, while it accords far less social value to the caretaker.  

The public support model not only contributes to sex equality, it also supports the needs of dependents. Given that most existing work standards do not accommodate family responsibilities, public support for caretaking could mean the difference between adequate and inadequate caretaking for many children. By the same token, this is the only one of the three models that would help the rising number of single parent families in which there is no other parent either to provide support or to whom carework can be redistributed.

B. Toward a Unified Approach to the Carework Issue

Fineman is convincing in claiming that any viable solution to the carework issue must encompass societal institutions beyond the family. She is less persuasive, however, when she argues that this is the only solution that should be pursued.  

Even assuming that a public support model were to be completely implemented, the parental parity model's goal of an equal division of caretaking between the sexes would still be important to achieving sex equality for several reasons. First, repeated experience shows that tasks performed by women tend to retain low status until men assume them. Therefore, until more men take on caretaking, it is likely to continue to be seen as low status women's work. Second, as a practical matter, even if the state adopted a public support model, it is difficult to imagine that it would subsidize caretaking to such an extent that caretakers will experience no societal penalties whatsoever. Hence, even feminists who favor a public support approach should push for parental parity so that both sexes share this remaining burden equally. Third, equal sharing of
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78. "An employment-centered model, even a feminist one, has a hard time constructing an honorable status for those it defines as 'nonworkers.'" Id. at 54.
79. See supra note 42.
80. See Katharine K. Baker, Taking Care of Our Daughters, 18 CARDOZO L. REV. 1495 (1997); see also Eichner, supra note 15, at 1401-02.
81. Even more ambitious proposals to subsidize family leave, for example, do not suggest compensating caregivers for their lost opportunities. Anne Alstott's work is a notable exception. Alstott argues for a "caretaker resource account" to compensate parents for opportunities they lose as a consequence of caretaking. Alstott proposes that parent caretakers of children under age thirteen be given annual grants of $5,000, which they may use for child care, education, or retirement savings. Even she, however, proposes a level of compensation for caregivers' opportunity costs that is well below most caregivers' actual opportunity cost for caregiving. See ALSTOTT, supra note 1, at 75-100.
carework would allow women the same amount of leisure time that men have to enjoy themselves, sustain themselves, and to develop their capabilities. Similarly, the sharing of carework would allow men, too, the opportunity to develop the important human capacities and capabilities that come from caring for others. Consequently, the goal of parental parity not only does not stand in tension with the public support model, it can and should be pursued as a complementary strategy.

In contrast, feminists should adopt a more cautious stance toward the measures advocated by anti-repronormativity theorists—accepting some and rejecting others. The project of deconstructing the reflexive association of women with motherhood by making alternative life courses visible and viable is a crucial counterpart to the public support approach. Without it, a public support approach runs the risk of further solidifying this link. In contrast, feminists should reject anti-repronormativity proposals to deny support for caretaking. No doubt some tension exists between public initiatives that support caregiving and anti-repronormativity proposals that emphasize the value of other life paths. But this tension, in my view, is both healthy and necessary, and can be mitigated by a more nuanced analysis than is usually offered. Such an analysis would make clear that neither childbearing nor childrearing is a woman’s necessary or highest calling. Yet once children exist, caring for them, and caring for other dependents, is a critical responsibility that must be taken seriously by parents, other family members, and society. This analysis does not fetishize children, motherhood, or childrearing, yet it still recognizes the importance and dignity of carework.

C. Disaggregating Public Support: Direct Subsidy Versus Public Integration

I argued that Fineman is precisely correct when she asserts that public support should be a central part of any feminist response to dependency. To argue in favor of public support for caretaking, however, raises the question, “what kind of public support?” Here, Fineman’s conceptual focus keeps her from disaggregating two different types of public support that would result in two very different public policies. In the first of these, which I will call the “direct subsidy” approach, the state directly subsidizes caretakers for performing carework in family settings. In the second, which I will call the “public integration” approach, the state accommodates societal institutions like the labor market to the demands of caretaking. Although both approaches posit the need for public support, they envision

82. See also Linda C. McClain, 85 Cornell L. Rev. 1221, 1256 (2000) ("While relations of dependency are inevitable, and caretaking should be an important public value and the subject of public responsibility, a full account of autonomy should treat caretaking as one of many types of activities that are important to a person living a good life.").
very different roles for the state with respect to caretaking. Fineman, to the extent that she discusses the issue, supports both approaches.83

Both of these models are a drastic departure from the model that has dominated U.S. welfare policy since the New Deal era. As Nancy Fraser points out, welfare systems are constructed on a particular vision of social organization.84 The New Deal era introduced a model of the welfare state built on the presumption that citizens should and do live in families comprised of a breadwinner married to a caretaker, and their children. Most of the programs developed on this model sought to replace the breadwinner’s wage in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, or retirement. For those who did not conform to this model, the system offered only meager, means-tested benefits that were accompanied by stigma since they were not associated with earnings by a family breadwiner.85

Events in recent years have at least partially forced the demise of this breadwinner-married-to-caretaker model. The increased entry of women into the labor market and the fact that many jobs no longer pay enough wages to support a family have been responsible for some of this shift.86 Further, policymakers have been increasingly confronted with the recognition that this model does not conform to the far more varied groupings in which people now live their lives.87 Fewer than one in four U.S. families are composed of a husband, wife, and children today, compared with 45% in 1960.88 The rise of divorce rates,89 the increasing visibility of same-sex

83. While Fineman does not express a preference in favor of either the direct subsidy or public support models in The Autonomy Myth, see, e.g., FINEMAN, supra note 5, at 263 (arguing that societal debt to caretakers should be paid both through “economic compensation and structural accommodations”), her past work has focused on the importance of the state directly subsidizing caretaking. See, e.g., MARTHA FINEMAN, THE NEUTERED MOTHER, THE SEXUAL FAMILY, AND OTHER TWENTIETH CENTURY TRAGEDIES (1995); Martha Fineman, Cracking the Foundational Myths: Independence, Autonomy, and Self-Sufficiency, 8 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL’Y & L. 13 (2000). This focus has led some scholars to criticize her failure to focus on the importance of insuring women’s full integration into the workplace. See, e.g., Baker, supra note 80, at 1514-20; Peter B. Edelman, Promoting Family By Promoting Work: The Hole In Martha Fineman’s Doughnut, 8 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL’Y & L. 85 (2000).

84. See FRASER, supra note 22, at 41.

85. See id. at 41-42.

86. The current workforce includes 78% of all women with six to seventeen year-olds, and 64% of women with children younger than six years of age. Ayelish McGarvey, Women and Children Last, Am. Prospect Online, Aug. 13, 2004, at http://www.prospect.org/web/page ww?section-root&name =ViewPrint&articleId=8354 (“According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2002, 64 percent of mothers with children under age 6 and 78 percent of mothers with children ages 6 to 17 were in the labor force.”).

87. In fact, Stephanie Coontz argues that the past dominance of the breadwinner-married-to-caretaker model was largely a myth, applicable only to a small class of people for a brief period of time. STEPHANIE COONTZ, THE WAY WE NEVER WERE: AMERICAN FAMILIES AND THE NOSTALGIA TRAP (1992).

88. See Executive Summary, supra note 91.

89. For graphs illustrating the increase in divorce rates since the 1860s, as well as an explanation of the difficulties in adequately assessing the changes in those rates, see JUNE CARBONE, FROM PARTNERS TO PARENTS: THE SECOND REVOLUTION IN FAMILY LAW 86-7 (2000); Andrew Cherlin,
DEPENDENCY AND THE LIBERAL POLITY

relationships, the mushrooming rates of single parent families, and the growing number of couples who choose to remain childless contest conventional understandings of what it means to be a family. The question then becomes what model should replace the traditional breadwinner-married-to-caretaker model. Recent revisions of welfare policy have answered this question by turning to a model that presumes everybody should be a breadwinner. As Fineman demonstrates, however, in adopting this new “universal breadwinner” model, current welfare policy fails to take account of dependency and to give caretaking the support it both requires and merits.

Yet if the traditional breadwinner-married-to-caretaker model fails to take account of the ways many citizens now live their lives, and its successor, the universal breadwinner model, fails to take account of dependency, on what alternative conception should the welfare state be premised? The two variants of the public support model—the direct support and public integration approaches—answer this question very differently. The direct subsidy approach holds that caregivers should continue to provide care in much the same way that caregivers in the traditional breadwinner-married-to-caretaker model did. This approach assumes that citizens who have significant caretaking responsibilities, like the housewives of yore, will either drop out of the paid labor market completely or at least become marginal figures in that market. In this approach, job structures are not required to change, and caregiving is still to be performed largely by family members.
in private homes. The difference between the traditional model and this approach is that now caregivers will receive money for their work from the state rather than from their husbands. This approach might therefore be envisioned as taking the old family picture of the breadwinner-married-to-caregiver, and replacing the breadwinner’s picture with that of the state.

In contrast, the public integration approach, while it also envisions the state as an integral partner, calls for the state to structure societal institutions in ways that enable citizens to integrate the roles of both caregiver and breadwinner into their lives. This approach therefore requires significant changes to the labor market. Put another way, it replaces the old picture of the breadwinner married to the caretaker with one in which citizens are each, individually, both breadwinners and caretakers.

Unlike the old breadwinner-married-to-caretaker model and the prevailing universal breadwinner model, both the direct subsidy and public integration models have the virtue of public support for caretaking. Both also have the advantage of providing this support to single-parent and other non-traditional families, an important feature given that most contemporary families do not comport with the traditional family model. Of these two models, however, I hope to persuade the reader that the public integration model is a significantly better choice for several reasons.\footnote{My view in this regard dovetails with that of other scholars who contend that Fineman does not pay enough attention to the role of work in women’s lives. See Mary Becker, Caring for Children and Caretakers, 76 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 1495, 1499-1506 (2001); Edelman, supra note 83, at 86; Michael Selmi, Care, Work, and the Road to Equality: A Commentary on Fineman and Williams, 76 CHI.-KENT. L. REV. 1557, 1557-58 (2001). Other scholars have also concluded that an institutional model that allows individuals to combine caretaking with breadwinning offers the best prospect for fostering both caretaking and equality. See, e.g., GORNICK & MEYERS, supra note 1, at 91, 84-111 (seeking a “dual-earner-dual-carer society”); LINDA McClAIN, THE PLACE OF FAMILIES: FOSTERING CAPACITY, EQUALITY, AND RESPONSIBILITY (forthcoming 2005) (“A better resolution is to support and recognize care as a public value in a way that facilitates both women and men integrating family and employment.”).}

First, the public integration model has particular features that give it an edge in achieving sex equality. Since the public integration model does not require caregivers to completely drop their work identities, it makes men more likely to engage in carework than does the public subsidy model. Further, women are more likely to achieve financial equality under the public integration model. Even the most generous direct public subsidy proposals generally seek to replace only wages and benefits for the period of caretaking.\footnote{See ALSTOTT, supra note 1, at 75-100.} Under these proposals, caretakers are not compensated for the considerable loss of opportunities to develop their skills and broaden their experiences that they suffer during this time. As economists have shown, however, even small amounts of time taken out of the job market by caretakers generally result in large financial losses and considerably
diminished financial prospects for the rest of their lifetimes. Most of these losses would remain unredressed under direct support proposals. In addition, as Vicki Schultz eloquently discusses, structuring societal institutions in a manner that allows caretakers to hold paid work would allow women opportunities for self-fulfillment and self-definition and a chance to realize aspirations in the larger world that were largely foreclosed to them until now.

Second, the public integration approach better combats the destructive myths about care that pervade American culture. As Fineman persuasively argues, our society loudly trumpets the myth of autonomy. But her analysis focuses on only one—albeit the loudest—of the cultural messages that circulate regarding care. The counterpoint to this message, sounded less loudly than the autonomy myth but still quite audibly, does more than proclaim the importance of caretaking—it announces it to be women’s highest calling. It is this strand that both Case and Franke tap into when they talk about the pressures of repronormativity, and that gives their critique such traction. In this narrative, children (in contrast to their complete disappearance in the autonomy narrative) are presented as society’s greatest treasure, deserving and requiring the complete attention of their caretakers to fulfill their potential. According to this view, women must sacrifice their careers as well as years of their lives to adequately fulfill their roles as mothers. Mothers who fail to give their children virtually unlimited care and attention are regarded as selfish, and their children doomed to a life of failure.

96. See CRITTENDEN, supra note 1, at 96 (showing that female law school graduates who took short leaves for childbirth and worked less than one year part time over a fifteen year period, the rest of which they worked full time, had average earnings “not 10 percent lower, or even 20 percent lower than the men’s, but almost 40 percent lower”).

97. See CRITTENDEN, supra note 1.

98. See Vicki Schultz, Life’s Work, 100 COLUM. L. REV. 1881, 1883 (2000); see also Becker, supra note 66, at 1505-11.

99. See Case, supra note 7; Franke, supra note 7; see also SHARON HAYS, THE CULTURAL CONTRADICTIONS OF MOTHERHOOD 97 (1996) (pointing out the contradictions within an ideology that urges mothers to give unselfishly to their children while it valorizes the ideal of individuals pursuing personal profit).

100. See, e.g., MARY EBERSTADT, HOME-ALONE AMERICA: THE HIDDEN TOLL OF DAY CARE, BEHAVIORAL DRUGS, AND OTHER PARENT SUBSTITUTES (2004) (arguing against day care and working motherhood); LAURA SCHLESSINGER, PARENTHOOD BY PROXY: DON’T HAVE THEM IF YOU WON’T RAISE THEM (2000) (arguing that two-parent couples in which both parents work are selfish and contribute to the moral decline of society); ROBERT SHAW, THE EPIDEMIC: THE ROT OF AMERICAN CULTURE, ABSENTEE AND PERMISSIVE PARENTING, AND THE RESULTANT PLAGUE OF JOYLESS, SELFISH CHILDREN (2003) (title speaks for itself); SUZANNE VENKER, SEVEN MYTHS OF WORKING MOTHERS: WHY CHILDREN AND (MOST) CAREERS JUST DON’T MIX (2004) (arguing that motherhood is a full-time job that women should choose over a career, and linking the problems of today’s children with the absence of mothers). Judith Warner’s recent book, Perfect Madness, critiques the cost to women of an intensive mothering model and interprets it as women’s individualized responses to the lack of institutional supports for a public integration model. See WARNER, supra note 1.
Any adequate prescription for dealing with the carework issue needs to grapple with the complexity and contradictions of these cultural messages, recognizing the dominance of the autonomy myth, but also the fetishization of care in other strands of thought. The public integration approach, in my view, accomplishes this better than its direct subsidy counterpart. The former recognizes the importance of carework without presuming that women must withdraw from the rest of the world to be good mothers or caretakers. At the same time, in contrast to the direct subsidy model, it contests the notion that work and family occupy separate and exclusive spheres. Instead, the public integration model posits that paid work and caretaking are not fundamentally incompatible pursuits given sufficient adjustments to the way in which both the labor market and families operate. Indeed, the view that work and caretaking are mutually exclusive is largely restricted by race and class: historically, minority and working-class women have not had the luxury of believing they could not combine raising children with paid work. The public integration model dispels the view of mutual exclusivity by asserting that mothering and breadwinning roles can coexist, thereby allowing mothers to assume places in the public realm.

Third, the public integration approach ensures that children's needs are met but not fetishized. This approach supports the ability of parents to spend significant amounts of time with their children, but not every hour of the day, and not to the exclusion of all else. In this model, children would likely spend time in group care arrangements, but significantly less time than if they had parents working full-time in the current system. This approach therefore has the virtue of recognizing the importance of parents' relationships with their children and supporting that relationship, while also recognizing the value of children spending time with other adults and children. Children who regularly spend time in group care arrangements

101. See Baker, supra note 80, at 1521-22.

Supporting the idea of gendered caretaking, without striving to integrate the needs to caretake into the world of public work will do nothing to tear down the divide between caretakers and the noncaretakers. The caretakers, despite the support they may receive from the state, will still not be able to compete with those that do not caretake . . . . [W]hen the dependency has run its course or when the caretaker wants to choose a less caretaking-intensive lifestyle, her options are going to be severely limited. She opted out of the noncaretaking world, and by doing so she seriously compromised her ability to integrate herself back into a more public life.

Id. (citations omitted).

102. For example, in the years between 1961 and 1965, 65.7% of white women quit their jobs upon the birth of a child, compared to 39% of black women. See Cynthia M. Taeuber, Statistical Handbook on Women in America 110 (2d ed. 1996).

103. See Bell Hooks, Feminist Theory from Margin to Center 144 (2d ed. 1984) (advocating childrearing as a community activity, in contrast to the “idea that parents, especially mothers, should be the only child-rearers”); see also Claudia Card, Caring and Evil, 5 Hypatia 321 (Spring 1990) (noting that community childrearing may take place more commonly than is acknowledged and has yet to receive fair consideration as an alternative).
are more likely to form bonds with others and less likely to fall victim to the "over-appreciated child" syndrome in which they have difficulty functioning without the constant attention to which they have grown accustomed.  

III

FOUNDATIONS AND LIMITS OF PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR CAREWORK

I have just argued that public support, as Fineman contends, must be deemed an integral part of any solution to the issue of carework that takes the goal of substantive sex equality seriously. To say that achieving substantive sex equality requires state support of carework, however, begins rather than ends the conversation to justify adopting such measures in the United States. As Fineman points out, the American commitment to sex equality is generally conceived to guarantee only procedural fairness—"access and opportunity" to compete—rather than equality of outcome. Furthermore, calls for public support of caretaking have been stymied by the view that it is the job of families, rather than the state, to deal with dependency, as well as by the view that citizens' choices to have children absolves the state of any responsibility to support caretaking. Fineman seeks to undercut both these views by reframing the debate about public support on the inevitability of dependency. This inevitability, she argues, "is the conceptual foundation on which can be built a claim to societal resources on the part of the caretakers of inevitable dependents, in order to facilitate their care."

In this section, I take a closer look at how Fineman grounds her argument in favor of state support for carework. I agree wholeheartedly with her basic claim that the state has a responsibility to support caregiving. In my view, however, Fineman weakens her case by conceiving this public responsibility as stemming directly from the inevitability of dependency and, alternatively, as a debt that results from the expected contribution of children to society. I suggest instead that public support is better justified based on the state's responsibilities to protect the vulnerable and to ensure development of its citizens' capacities. Grounding the justification for public support in these ways, I contend, has the added benefit of clarifying the limits of the state's responsibility for dependency. This alternative formulation therefore answers critics of state support for caretaking, who argue

104. See Baker, supra note 80, at 1518 (discussing studies that show that children reared in community caretaking institutions are less demanding of parents, have strong moral development, and are better able to navigate new environments than those reared solely by parents); see also Gary Rivlin, Facing the World With Egos Exposed, N.Y. TIMES, June 3, 2004, at G1.

105. FINEMAN, supra note 5, at 10.

106. Id. at 38.
that caretaking proponents see: a virtually limitless redistribution of societal resources to parents and other caregivers.\textsuperscript{107}

\section*{A. Foundations of Public Support}

\subsection*{1. Inevitable Dependency and Public Debt for Caregiving}

Fineman argues for public support of caretaking based on the universality of "inevitable dependency," the dependency experienced by all children, many elderly, and those with illness or disability.\textsuperscript{108} For Fineman, "the fact that biological dependency is a universal and inevitable phase in the human condition" makes this form of dependency "of necessity a collective or societal concern."\textsuperscript{109} She charges that:

\begin{quote}
[i]ndividual dependency needs must be met if we, as individuals, are to survive, and our aggregate or collective dependency needs must be met if our society is to survive and perpetuate itself. The mandate that the state (collective society) respond to dependency, therefore, is not a matter of altruism or empathy (which are individual responses often resulting in charity), but is a matter that is primary and essential because such a response is fundamentally society preserving.\textsuperscript{110}
\end{quote}

She contends that current societal structures, by confining the responsibility to support caretaking to families, "create a collective or social debt and that each and every member of society is obligated by this debt."\textsuperscript{111} Society's delegation of dependency work to families, Fineman argues, does not mean that families do not need to be compensated for their services, any more than its delegation of security matters to the armed forces means that soldiers do not need to be compensated.\textsuperscript{112}

Fineman perhaps jumps too quickly, however, from the inevitability of dependency to the assertion that society has the responsibility to support it. The first is a statement of ontological fact; the second is a normative

\textsuperscript{107} See, e.g., Case, \textit{supra} note 7.

\textsuperscript{108} F\textsc{i}neman, \textit{supra} note 5, at 38. Fineman distinguishes "inevitable" dependency from other forms of dependency, "[s]uch as economic, psychological, or emotional dependency." \textit{Id}. She argues that these other forms of dependency "may appropriately be treated differently than forms that are considered inevitable or developmental" since they are not universal. \textit{Id}. at 35, 37-38.

\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Id}. at 45.

\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id}. at 47.

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id}. at 49.
conclusion. And while the statement of ontological fact certainly has a bearing on the normative conclusion, without more, this statement cannot prove such a conclusion. If scientists discovered that all adult women had a biological drive to pair off for life, this discovery alone would not tag the state with the responsibility for helping women find partners; some normative argument about why the state should help meet this need would still be required. Likewise, Fineman's assertion of the inevitability of dependency fails to answer the question of why the state rather than, for example, parents or other family members should support dependency.

Fineman's contention that the state gets some benefit from parents' caretaking efforts does not quite fit this bill. There are a number of instances in which the actions of private citizens produce benefits for society without accruing any legal or moral right to compensation. For example, if a violinist were moved to play a beautiful solo in a town square, few of us would believe that the town had an obligation to repay her for the value of the pleasure she created for the townspeople. Instead, we would conceive the benefit to be gratuitously conferred. Even if the music were to draw people into the surrounding cafes and give the area an economic boon, we would likely believe the same. Some people might be moved to drop a tip into the violinist's hat, but that does not create a debt by the town at large or, for that matter, the cafe owners. In the absence of an agreement between the violinist and others, more is required to support compensation on both legal and ethical grounds beyond the simple fact that one party received a benefit from the actions of another.

Similar analogies come from the officious intermeddler cases in contract law. For example, a tenant cannot take it upon himself to paint his apartment without asking the landlord and later charge the landlord for the service. What is more, the fact that society could not continue to exist without caretaking is also not sufficient to hold the state responsible for compensating the caretaking performed by families. As empirical political scientists have demonstrated, societies fall into disrepair and democracies become unmanageable when civil society lacks the civic associations that generate

---


114. For example, a court might find a contract implied-in-fact if the recipient of a valuable service had an opportunity to reject the service but chose not to with knowledge or with reason to know that the other party expected payment. Failure to reject the service in this circumstance operates as acceptance. When acceptance cannot be inferred from the conduct of the parties, a court may still find a contract implied-in-law where one party is unjustly enriched by the actions of another. Generally, for the doctrine to apply, however, it must have been reasonable to perform such services with an expectation of payment in the absence of an agreement, such as in the case of a surgeon performing emergency services on an unconscious patient—a situation which is hardly analogous to the case at hand. See John Edward Murray, Murray on Contracts § 51(B) (4th ed. 2001).

social capital, or goodwill among individuals. This makes it good policy for the state to encourage such associations. It might even be argued, somewhat loosely, that the state has the responsibility to encourage such associations. Yet this certainly does not give those who participate in such associations, including the now paradigmatic bowling leagues, a claim to compensation by the state, despite the fact that they are generating the social capital necessary for a flourishing liberal democracy.

Fineman’s use of the economic imagery of “debt” somewhat muddies the waters in characterizing the nature of the state’s responsibility. Fineman suggests that the state and employers “owe” parents support for caretaking because:

caretakers provide a subsidy to the larger society and its institutions. Far from being independent, the state and the market institutions that it protects and fosters are dependent on the caretaking labor that reproduces society and populates its institutions. . . . Caretaking thus creates a “social debt,” a debt that must be paid according to principles of equality that demand that those receiving social benefits also share the costs when they are able. Far from exemplifying equal responsibility for dependency, however, our market institutions are “free-riders,” appropriating the labor of the caretaker for their own purposes.

Fineman’s framing of the state’s responsibility in terms of debt raises several conceptual problems. First, it suggests that caretakers deserve subsidies because of the net benefits that children will bring to society in the future. Yet, even if we accept Fineman’s contention that children’s contributions to society should be credited to their parents, the conclusion that children are a net benefit to society does not necessarily follow. Reaching this conclusion requires assessing whether children’s future contributions will exceed their costs to society. In this regard, opponents of state support might argue that the psychological costs from overcrowding outweigh the benefits of children. In addition, treating parenting as creating a debt owed by the state to parents raises the question of whether there should be a corresponding offset for the unique benefits parents receive from having children—benefits so substantial that huge numbers of children are deliberately conceived even without such subsidies.

117. In his much discussed work, Bowling Alone, Robert Putnam argues that citizens’ declining participation in civic organizations has a deleterious effect on the well-being of democracy because citizens develop fewer social ties with citizens outside their immediate circle of friends, as well as develop weaker civic norms and harbor less trust. Putnam cites as an example the decreased participation in town bowling leagues, in which citizens once met and mixed with others. See id.
118. FINEMAN, supra note 5, at xvii.
Further, grounding public support on the assertion that children are a net future asset to society produces some intuitively unpalatable results. For example, it opens the door for critics of public support, such as Mary Anne Case, to argue (somewhat disturbingly, as she herself acknowledges) that we could get the same benefits for less money if we imported immigrants rather than supported children.\textsuperscript{119} Fineman’s argument also leads to other counterintuitive results: to the extent we are comfortable giving public support to parents of healthy children because they will likely grow up to be productive citizens, would we not support parents whose children had disorders such as cystic fibrosis that made it unlikely that they would reach adulthood to repay taxpayers’ investment? The reason most of us would be horrified by this suggestion is that we intuitively conceive of public responsibility for caretaking as springing from something other than the likelihood of society receiving a future economic return.\textsuperscript{120}

In the end, what the caretaking-as-social-debt analysis demonstrates is the inability of economic terms like “debt” to take into account the array of considerations relevant to complex issues of public policy, including the extent to which the state should assume responsibility for caretaking. Indeed, it is ironic that Fineman, of all people, would hitch her argument for public support of caretaking to this economic rationale, given her insightful critique of economic justifications elsewhere in the book.\textsuperscript{121}

2. The State’s Responsibility to Protect the Vulnerable

In my view, however, Fineman’s insight about the inevitability of dependency and the need for caretaking supports a stronger rationale for public support than the one she presents. Few would disagree that the state has some responsibility to protect and defend its most vulnerable citizens—children, the elderly, and other dependents—when they cannot protect

\textsuperscript{119}. Case, \textit{supra} note 1.

I realize that looking at childbearing and childrearing in cold-bloodedly economic terms may be disturbing, but it is some proponents of an increased shift of the burden of children to the state, not I, who introduce arguments sounding in economic rationality into the debate, for example, by insisting that children are a public good or that parents are entitled to compensation from the childless. All I am here urging we explore is what it might mean to take such arguments seriously. My sense is that such arguments are not only difficult to sustain, but they have nasty implications their proponents rarely face up to. Most notably, starting down the road of claims for compensation grounded in economic rationality invites case-by-case examination and analysis of precisely to what extent which children will produce positive externalities worthy of compensation.

\textit{Id.} at 1775; see also Franke, \textit{supra} note 7, at 192-95.

\textsuperscript{120}. See also Eva Feder Kittay, \textit{A Feminist Public Ethic of Care Meets Family Policy}, \textit{111 Ethics} 523, 540 (2001) (criticizing an attempt to support care based on future productivity of children “because it betrays an essentially instrumental attitude toward children and the ‘temporarily’ dependent, suggesting that the only reason to care for dependents is the usefulness they will provide once they are no longer dependent”).

\textsuperscript{121}. See, e.g., \textit{FINEMAN supra} note 5, at 267-71.
themselves. For example, most of us would agree that the state would have some obligation to protect an orphaned child who was starving in the streets. By the same token, most of us would agree that the state would have the responsibility to remove a child from her home if it learned that she was being seriously abused by her parents.

What is controversial is not the fact of the state’s responsibility to children and others who are inevitably dependent, but, rather the issue of when this responsibility for ensuring the welfare of dependents is triggered vis-à-vis the responsibility of families to ensure the same. The reason that the two examples I just gave are uncontroversial is because in the first example no family exists, and in the second example the family has clearly already failed. Opponents of state support for dependency therefore do not generally argue that the state has no duty to support dependents, but rather, that the state should act as a second line of defense that comes into play only after families fail to meet their responsibilities. William Galston makes this view explicit when he likens the state’s responsibility for children to “[t]he Catholic theory of subsidiarity, which holds that responsibility begins at the smallest units of society and expands to public institutions only when these units cannot solve their own problems.”

The view that the state should step in only after parents have tried and failed, however, rests on too simplistic a view of the state’s relationship to families. As feminists, including Fineman herself have pointed out, not only is the very determination of whether a group of people constitutes a family determined by state action, the ways in which families function


123. William A. Galston, Keynote Address, Public Morality and Public Policy: The Case of Children and Family Policy, 36 Santa Clara L. Rev. 313 (1996); see also Case, supra note 1 (“Once we acknowledge that there should be ‘some collective responsibility’ for child care, we might still conclude that forced extractions from the collective in aid of this responsibility should kick in only after those with an individual responsibility, notably fathers, are forced to kick in their fair share, financially or otherwise.”).

124. See, e.g., Martha Fineman, Privacy and The Family: Panel III What Place for Family Privacy?, 67 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1207, 1207-09 (1999). In Martha Nussbaum’s words:

People associate in many ways, live together, love each other, have children. Which of these will get the name “family” is a legal and political matter, never one to be decided simply by the parties themselves. The state constitutes the family structure through its laws, defining which groups of people can count as families, defining the privileges and rights of family members, defining what marriage and divorce are, what legitimacy and parental responsibility are, and so forth. This difference makes a difference: the state is present in the family from the start, in a way that is less clearly the case with the religious body or the university; it is the state that says what this thing is and controls how one becomes a member of it.

are also deeply and inextricably intertwined with government policy.\textsuperscript{125} Equal employment legislation affected women's movement into the labor market, which in turn influenced the availability of childcare within families.\textsuperscript{126} This same legislation probably also contributed to the increase in divorce, as greater numbers of women in unhappy marriages developed the financial wherewithal to divorce their husbands.\textsuperscript{127} By the same token, the relaxation of divorce laws affected whether and which families stayed together.\textsuperscript{128} Laws governing the availability of health insurance for employees' family members influence not only who works in a family, but what kind of health care children and other family members receive. Further, U.S. welfare policy was, as Alice Kessler-Harris demonstrated, constructed deliberately on a model that pitted work and family in mortal conflict.\textsuperscript{129} The modern administrative state built on this foundation has no neutral position into which it can retreat to wait while families exhaust their responsibility to care for dependents before the state acts.

It makes far more sense to abandon the fallacy that the state both can and should wait for the family to act, and instead recognize that, insofar as the state has a responsibility to foster the well-being of its vulnerable citizens, that responsibility must be deemed to exist simultaneously with families' responsibility to do the same. And fostering their well-being, as Fineman clearly shows, requires that these citizens receive care. This need not mean that the state's responsibilities in this regard are identical to families' responsibilities. Rather, consistent with the view that the state should expect citizens to perform responsibilities they can best perform for themselves, the state should expect families to bear responsibility for the day-to-day care of (or arranging for the care of) children and other dependents. Meanwhile, the state should bear the responsibility for structuring institutions in ways that help families to meet their caretaking responsibilities. In other words, the state should assume the responsibility to ensure that the

\begin{footnotesize}
\item[125] See, e.g., Martha Minow, \textit{All in the Family and In All Families: Membership, Loving, and Owing, in Sex, Preference, and Family: Essays on Law and Nature} (David M. Estlund & Martha C. Nussbaum eds., 1997); Barbara Bennett Woodhouse, \textit{Children's Rights: The Destruction and Promise of Family}, 1993 BYU L. REV. 497, 500-02 (1993) (discussing the fiction of "laissez-faire" family policies and the reality of intensive family intervention in contemporary America).
\item[129] ALICE KESSLER-HARRIS, \textit{IN PURSUIT OF EQUITY: WOMEN, MEN, AND THE QUEST FOR ECONOMIC CITIZENSHIP IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICA} 10 (2001).
\end{footnotesize}
"rules of the game" facilitate caretaking. This division of responsibility recognizes the malleability and contingency of institutional structures. It does not artificially separate state action from the realm of families or presume that completely clear boundaries can be drawn between them. It does, however, assume certain spheres of authority that will distinguish one from the other.

The state’s responsibility to protect the well-being of dependents has a special corollary when it comes to children: an intrinsic part of ensuring their well-being involves ensuring that they have adequate conditions to develop their basic capabilities. Indeed, supporting development of their capabilities is not only a fundamental responsibility of the state, but is also central to the polity’s own self-interest. In John Stuart Mills’s words, “If society lets any considerable number of its members grow up mere children, incapable of being acted on by rational consideration of distant motives, society has itself to blame for the consequences.”

Moreover, as Linda McClain points out, developing the capacity for self-government in children requires ensuring them adequate care.

The division of responsibility that I propose posits what might be called both “strong families” and a “strong state.” This division expects that people should seek to meet the dependency needs of their family members, and therefore requires families to take on the difficult task of caring for dependents. Yet it also maintains that such caretaking requires supportive institutional structures, and that it is the state’s responsibility to secure such structures. In contrast to the reigning autonomy myth, this approach recognizes that the ability of families to nurture their members does not simply exist as a matter of fact, or spring up as a matter of spontaneous generation; instead, it is an achievement to be pursued jointly by both citizens and the state.

130. The division of responsibility I suggest here comports with Fineman’s view that when individuals assume the burdens of caretaking, the state should provide them with “the necessary tools to perform their assigned tasks and to guarantees that they will be protected by rules and policies that facilitate their performance.” FINEMAN, supra note 5, at 49.

131. I am grateful to both Linda McClain and Mary Shanley for pointing this out to me. Cf. McClain, supra note 94; Martha Nussbaum, Women and Human Development: The Capabilities Approach (2000) (arguing that respect for human dignity requires that states provide conditions enabling citizens to develop a threshold level of central human capabilities).


133. See McClain, supra note 94 (tying care to liberal and civic republican ideals regarding capacity, social reproduction, self-government, and independence); see also Linda McClain, Care as a Public Value: Linking Responsibility, Resources, and Republicanism, 76 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 1673, 1682-95 (2001).

134. As Eva Feder Kittay writes: Even though the well-being of an individual may be the immediate duty of those who are closest, it is the obligation of the larger society to assure that care can be and is provided. The parallel to that other vulnerability to which the creation of the state is often attributed—protection from the malfeasance of others—is fairly direct. For although the responsibility
B. Parameters of the Duty of Public Support

In the preceding section, I contended that the state’s responsibility to protect the vulnerable should compel it to structure societal institutions in ways that support caretaking. In this section, I explore the limits of this duty. How far does the government’s obligation to support caretaking extend? How should we weigh this goal against other state objectives? Of course, the answer to these questions cannot be determined through a kind of moral geometry, in which a single, correct answer is absolutely and firmly calculated once and for all. Nevertheless, some guideposts can at least mark out the parameters of this duty.

At a minimum, the state should arrange institutions in a way that allows family members, through exercising diligent but not herculean efforts, to meet the basic physical and emotional needs of dependents while avoiding impoverishment or immiseration themselves. The state’s responsibility to meet this threshold level of support stems directly from its own obligation to protect vulnerable dependents. Translated into concrete government policies, this means that the welfare system should ensure those at the bottom of the economic ladder who both work and have children realistic access to good-quality day care. Further, government policies should also allow these parents enough time with their children to ensure that they are well-parented and supervised, as well as enough time generally so that parents do not become so pressed for time or frazzled by time pressures that it interferes with adequate caretaking. The same holds true for direct financial support: those at the bottom of the income pyramid who have dependents should receive enough financial subsidization to provide these dependents with decent environments that promote the development of their basic capabilities. Similarly, the state should guarantee job leaves for periods of dependency when caregivers cannot realistically be expected to work—for example, when children are too ill to go to school, or when elderly parents require emergency care. These employment leaves should include wage replacement for those who could not otherwise afford to take them. In this view, the state shirks its responsibility when it forces parents to choose between working to put food in their children’s mouths and ensuring that their children receive adequate care. Accommodating the workplace to caretaking demands, moreover, should be performed in a manner that supports sex equality. Here, although I question the way

not to harm another falls on each of us individually, it is the role of the larger society to protect us against and to punish those who do violence. While a crime against an individual victim is the responsibility of the criminal, it is up to the wider society to protect against criminals and to punish crimes.

Kittay, supra note 70, at 535.

135. See Gornick & Meyers, supra note 1, at 117 (“[O]ne of the most important weaknesses of the family leave system in the United States is the lack of any paid leave for a substantial share of the workforce.”).
Fineman grounds her claim that the state should alter labor market practices, most of her policy proposals, including flexible workweeks, seem on target.

The duties that I have just described are the minimum necessary for the state to satisfy its obligations to protect the vulnerable. Above this threshold level, the state’s support of caretaking is no longer an absolute obligation, but must be balanced against other goals that the state might use its resources to promote. In this regard, while caretaking is not a good we normally think of as distributive, to the extent that the state must expend resources to support caretaking, it does require trade-offs against other goods. In weighing this trade-off, the importance of citizens’ fulfilling moral responsibilities to the health of a liberal democracy and the soundness of the future citizens are weighty reasons for the state to support carework as against other uses of its resources. Thus, supporting carework is good policy for the state, even if it is not the debt owed to caretakers that Fineman believes it to be.

Under these principles, the state could legitimately support caretaking over other pursuits that do not implicate its responsibility to vulnerable citizens. On this ground, for example, the state could subsidize caretaking without similarly subsidizing those who choose to drive expensive cars rather than have children. In contrast to its obligation to protect dependents, society has no basic obligation to support the purchase of a Porsche. This is not to say that a polity might not decide that all or some other endeavors should also be accommodated, just that there are particularly compelling reasons to accommodate caretaking responsibilities.

In assessing whether to subsidize over and above the threshold level, a liberal polity can find a common-sense median between, on the one hand, Case’s stop-loss approach in which the state should only invest enough resources to keep the next generation out of prison, and, on the other hand, an approach in which the state devotes virtually unlimited funding to children and other dependents. John Stuart Mill articulates one such sensible midpoint. He argues that the “existing generation” is responsible for:

the training and the entire circumstances of the generation to come; it cannot indeed make them perfectly wise and good, because it is itself so lamentably deficient in goodness and wisdom; and its best efforts are not always, in individual cases, its most successful ones;

---

136. See Fineman, supra note 5, at 31-54.
137. Id. at 201.
138. Fineman refers to the argument that the state has no more duty to support a citizen’s decision to have a child than it does to subsidize any other preference of an individual citizen, including the preference to own an expensive car, as the “Porsche preference” argument. See id. at 42-43.
139. See Case, supra note 7, at 1785.
but it is perfectly well able to make the rising generation, as a whole, as good as, and a little better than, itself.\footnote{MILL, supra note 132, at 91.}

Seeking to do a little better for the next generation is a realistic but still ambitious goal that recognizes the importance of caring for dependents, yet also recognizes that there are other goods that a liberal democracy should also pursue.

Finally, toward the end of the spectrum marked by greater state support, and depending on competing priorities and available resources, it makes less sense for the state to subsidize higher levels of caretaking at the expense of other goods. At this upper end of the spectrum, subsidizing more caretaking may actually be counterproductive for both the recipients of care who may not develop the level of autonomy needed to function in society,\footnote{See Baker, supra note 80, at 1518; Rivlin, supra note 104, at G1.} and for the caregiver who may never get to pursue other courses in life. Although family members may still decide to give this higher level of care to their dependents, they should do so without state subsidization. As Fineman's book amply shows, however, current welfare policy is so far from this end of the spectrum that this limit is purely a matter of theory.

\section*{C. The Choice to Have Children and the Limits of State Responsibility}

Up to this point I have been addressing what Fineman refers to as "inevitable dependency" in all its forms—that is, the biological dependency experienced by children, the aged, and those who are ill or disabled. There is one issue that concerns only the dependency of children that deserves special attention, however: how parents' decision to have children in the first place should factor into the state's responsibility to support them. Some critics of state support for families argue that the state should not lighten parents' load because it is parents, after all, who choose to have children in the first place.\footnote{See Case, supra note 1, at 1782-83; see also Amy L. Wax, Against Neutrality, BOSTON REV., Apr./May 2004, available at http://bostonreview.net/BR29.2/wax.html.}

As Mary Anne Case phrases the objection, those who choose to forego children, including Case herself, have decided to invest their time, energy, and money in other projects. Why, then, should they be required to subsidize and accommodate other people's decisions to
have children when their non-childrearing projects are not similarly subsidized?\textsuperscript{143}

Fineman thoughtfully responds to these questions when she argues that even if individuals “choose” to have children, this should “not be the end of the matter if what we are seeking is social justice or fairness.”\textsuperscript{144} Some conditions, she contends, may be “just too oppressive or unfair to be imposed by society even if and when an individual openly agrees to or chooses them.”\textsuperscript{145} Fineman’s argument underscores the point that the state’s failure to support childrearing on the ground of parental choice would consign women to inequality. Fineman also forces us to recognize the limits of consent in this context. She points out that those who choose to have children do not necessarily consent to the way in which societal structures penalize parents, even if they know what these penalties are ahead of time.\textsuperscript{146}

However, Fineman moves to murkier territory when she argues that the concept of choice needs qualification when discussing women’s decision to bear children because they make this decision under considerable social pressure.\textsuperscript{147} While Fineman is certainly correct about the existence of this social pressure, this does not mean that parents should not be held responsible for their decision, even if it was a constrained decision. In liberal polities that envision citizens as responsible decision makers, we hold people accountable for many decisions that they make under equally constrained circumstances.\textsuperscript{148} For example, courts enforce individuals’ promises to repay bank loans and mortgages even when they are executed under dire financial circumstances. Moreover, despite considerable social pressure on couples to marry, courts still enforce marital obligations during marriage. To refrain from holding those who decide to have children, or even those who decide to have sex and unintentionally have children, responsible as a result of social pressures varies too far from the notion that liberal citizens should be treated as responsible agents.\textsuperscript{149}

\textsuperscript{143} Mary Anne Case discusses an incident in law school that occurred when she attended a panel on varieties of legal practice. When she asked the panelists what types of practice would leave her enough time to pursue other interests, the female lawyer on the panel answered that she needn’t worry—her employers would accommodate childrearing. Case, however, had been referring to her interest in studying the history of feminism. She writes: "When I tried to make this clear, sympathy for my position and predictions of my ability to accommodate it within law practice quickly dissipated.” Case, supra note 1, at 1767.

\textsuperscript{144} Fineman, supra note 5, at 42.

\textsuperscript{145} Id.

\textsuperscript{146} Id.; see also Williams, supra note 1.

\textsuperscript{147} See Fineman, supra note 5, at 41 (“Women who choose not to have children are seen as having made a nontraditional, even unnatural choice.”).

\textsuperscript{148} I owe this point to a conversation with Mary Anne Case of the University of Chicago Law School in 2003. See also Tracy Higgins, Democracy and Feminism, 110 Harv. L. Rev. 1657 (1997); Wax, supra note 142.

\textsuperscript{149} See Wax, supra note 142.
A better way for the state to respond to the social pressure to bear children would combine two types of policies. The first would seek to lessen the social pressure, as anti-repronormativity theorists advocate. The second would not relieve parents of their responsibility as a result of this pressure, but it would limit the consequences of this decision: parents should accept the responsibility for their children. Yet, the consequences that follow from this should result from caretaking within institutions supportive of that activity, of the type Fineman proposes, rather than institutions that refuse to accommodate caretaking and that impose heavy limitations on caretakers’ life prospects. This view provides a rationale for state support of childrearing that still sees citizens as strong, responsible decision makers, although it also recognizes the limits on their autonomy. Moreover, this view does not deny that most parents made a choice—albeit a constrained choice—to which they must live up to the extent of their ability. However, the consequences of this choice should be limited by the state’s own obligations to dependents.

CONCLUSION

*The Autonomy Myth* is a rich and innovative work that will not only reshape the contours of the work-and-family debate, but should also have a powerful effect on a broad spectrum of legal and public policy conversations. As I describe in this Essay, Fineman’s path-breaking reconceptualization of dependency raises a series of important questions in the work-and-family arena. These include what kind of state support best lends itself to satisfying dependency needs while still allowing the state to achieve other important goals, and whether and where the state should set the limits on its support for carework. Beyond the themes explored in this essay, Fineman’s compelling account of dependency and the importance of carework, her critique of current U.S. public policy, and her arguments for a state that actively seeks to meet the needs of citizens, have enormous implications for a broad array of legal doctrines and policy conversations. Debate on such wide-ranging issues as the future of marriage, welfare reform, the tax system, social security, and labor market regulations are all advanced significantly by this book.

---

150. *See supra* notes 56-61 and accompanying text.